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Major Dates 
in Modern Jewish History

Dreyfus Trial - 1894

Theodor Herzl publishes Der Judenstaat, The Jewish State - February 14, 1896 

1st Zionist Congress, Basle - August 29, 1897

The Fifth Zionist Congress decides to establish Keren Kayemet LeIsrael (KKL) - The Jewish 
National Fund. - 1901

British Government proposes "Uganda Scheme," rejected by the Sixth Zionist Congress. - 1903

Kishinev massacre increases Jewish exodus from Russia. - 1903

First World War - 1914

Sykes-Picot Agreement divides Middle East into spheres of British and French influence. - 1916

The Balfour Declaration - November 2, 1917





Biography of Dr. Theodore Herzl 

Born May 2, 1860

In 1878 the family moved to Vienna, and in 1884 Herzl was 
awarded a doctorate of law from the University of Vienna

He became a writer, playwright and journalist. 

The Paris correspondent of the influential liberal Vienna 
newspaper Neue Freie Presse was none other than Theodor 
Herzl.



Dreyfus Affair - Neue Freie Presse



Biography of Dr. Theodore Herzl 

1894 - Wrote “The Ghetto”, where he regarded the Jewish 
problem as a social issue.

1894 - Dreyfus Affair

1896 - published Der Judenstaat                                           
(The Jewish State)



Biography of Dr. Theodore Herzl 

Convened the First Zionist Congress in Basle, 
Switzerland, on August 2931, 1897

Herzl convened six Zionist Congresses between 1897 and 
1902



Biography of Dr. Theodore Herzl 

At the Sixth Zionist Congress (1903), Herzl proposed the 
British Uganda Program as a temporary refuge for Jews 
in Russia in immediate danger

“Monsieur le President, vous êtes un traitre!” 

The Uganda Program was finally rejected by the Zionist 
movement at the Seventh Zionist Congress in 1905.

Herzl died in Vienna in 1904



Der Judenstaat

“We have honestly endeavored everywhere to integrate ourselves 
into  the  social  life  of  our  surrounding  communities  and  to 
preserve only the faith of our fathers.  Yet, we are not permitted 
to do so.  In vain we are loyal patriots…in vain do we make the 
same sacrifices of life and property as our fellow-citizens; in vain 
do we strive to increase the fame of our native land in science 
and art,  or  her  wealth  by  trade  and commerce.   In  countries 
where  we  have  lived  for  centuries  we  are  denounced  as 
strangers…”



A final epitaph?

“One day, once the Jewish State comes into existence, all this 
will appear petty and unremarkable.  Perhaps, a fair minded 
historian will find that it was something after all when an 
impecunious  Jewish  journalist,  in  the  midst  of  the  deepest 
degradation of the Jewish people and at a time of the most 
disgusting anti-Semitism, made a flag out of a rag and turned 
a miserable rabble into a people rallying around that flag.”

~Herzl in his diary, 1901





Biography of Chaim Weizmann

Born in Motel, Russia in 1874. Died on November 9, 1952

Went to cheder and then moved to Pinsk to study science 

Traveled to Germany to study 

In 1899 he received his doctorate in Chemistry and sold an 
important patent to the German firm Bayer.  

Became an Assistant Professor in Geneva 

From Geneva, he took a post in exile (University of Manchester)



THE TURNING POINT 

• Turks and Germans versus France, Britain, Russia, Italy , and the 
United States etc.

• Weizmann is considered to be the father of industrial fermentation. 
He used the bacterium Clostridium acetobutylicum (the Weizmann 
organism) to produce acetone. Acetone was used in the manufacture 
of cordite explosive propellants critical to the Allied war effort.

• Brought him into close contact with British leaders, including, 
Herbert Samuel and Lloyd George.

World War I  1914-1918



Lord Arthur Balfour 
British Foreign Secretary 



Balfour Declaration 1917

It’s a boy!



Biography of Chaim Weizmann

  In 1918, Weizmann was appointed head of the Zionist Commission sent to Palestine by the 
British government to advise on the future development of the country.

In 1920 he became the president of the World Zionist Organization (WZO). He also headed 
the Jewish Agency which was established in 1929.

In the 1930's, Weizmann laid the foundations of the Weizmann Institute, a driving force 
behind Israel's scientific research.

After the end of World War II, Weizmann was instrumental in the adoption of the Partition 
Plan by the United Nations on November 29, 1947, and in the recognition of Israel by the 
United States.

With the declaration of the State of Israel, Weizmann was chosen to serve as the first 
President of Israel. This role he filled until his death in 1952. 



Weizmann and Truman 



Jacobson, Truman and Weizmann



Video - ‘I always wanted one'



Herzl vs. Weizmann

“Herzl came from the outside, 
but Weizmann came from the inside” 

~ Abba Eban



Key Differences 

Herzl Weizmann
Assimilated Jew Traditional upbringing steeped in 

observance 

Conceived of the idea for a Jewish state on 
his own to save Jews from Anti-Semitism Understood the Jewish psyche

Believed in using the political system Believed in the power of the masses 

When he began, 
was ignorant of existing Zionist groups

Worked within the framework 
of existing Jewish groups



Key Differences 

Herzl Weizmann

“Er Öffnet mir königliche Pforten”
(he opens the portals of royalty to me)

~ Herzl in response to Weizmann 

“The Governments of the world will 
pay attention to us only as they will 

become convinced that we are capable 
of conquering Palestine through 

persistent practical work.” 
~1907



Selected Readings
1. p. 25 & 37 - Casual zionist meetings

2. p. 43-44 - Weizmann meets Herzl

3. p. 46-47 - Disdain for Max Nordau

4. p. 52-54 - East vs. West

5. p. 82 - Kishinev and Von Plehve

6. p. 84 - What Zionism meant to Herzl

7. p. 87 - “They would not relinquish Zion”



Ode lo avdah tikvatenu…

“No piece of land has been coveted by so many, and out of 
that  passion it  remained desolate  and destroyed.   But,  we 
believe that this desolate corner of the Orient has not only a 
past, but just as ourselves, has also a future.  On this land, 
where  so  little  grows now, ideas  for  all  of  mankind have 
grown; and it  is  because  of  this  that no on can deny that 
there is an indelible link between us and this land.”

~ Herzl, Second Zionist Congress, 1898



Video 
Lih-yot am chofshi b’ar-tzeinu
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